
Our Gaming Adventure by Charlie Mignone 

In a cozy den, on a couch so soft, 

I sit with friends, our spirits aloft, 

Controllers in hand, our eyes all aglow 

As we dive into games, our excitement to show. 

 

Pizza slices in hand, cheese gooey and hot, 

Junk food galore, our tummies tied in a knot, 

Soda cans fizzing, colors so bright, 

Fueling our gaming marathon into the night. 

 

We battle in worlds of pixels and light, 

Questioning and looting, our skills taking flight, 

Teamwork and strategy, our keys to success, 

As we conquer challenges, feeling nothing but blessed. 

 

Laughs and cheers fill the air, 

As we compete and cooperate with flair, 

In this virtual realm, we’re heroes untold, 

Our victories celebrated, our defeats consoled. 

 

Hours pass by in a blur of fun, 

As we game on, our battles won, 

With pizza crumbs and soda spills, 

Our gaming session gives us thrills. 

 

The screen glows bright our faces alight, 

As we navigate dungeons, filled with might, 



Unlocking secrets, discovering new lands, 

Together we conquer, hand in hand. 

 

But as the night deepens, our energy wanes 

The pizza box empty, the soda cans drained, 

We stretch and yawn, our eyes heavy with sleep, 

Our gaming adventure coming to a peaceful keep. 

 

With memories made, and bonds strengthened tight, 

We bid farewell to the virtual fight, 

For in this moment, on the couch we share, 

Friendship and joy, beyond compare. 

 

As dawn breaks and the sun starts to rise, 

We reflect on the fun, the laughter, the highs 

Gaming on the couch, eating pizza and snacks, 

Creating memories that we’ll always look back. 

 

So here’s to more nights of gaming delight, 

With friends by our side, our laughter taking flight, 

On this couch we’ll gather, our controllers in hand, 

In our world of pixels, where joy will always stand. 


